
 
A competition and a meeting dedicated to worldwide exchange in new opera and music theatre. 
Join us for three days at a special event in the heart of the international festival Operadagen Rotterdam. 
  
All 18 selected productions of the MTN 2015 competition will be presented through video lectures and 
live performances. 
  
Listen to our keynote speech, scientific lecture and panel discussion (speakers to be announced soon). 
Watch nine shows from the program of the Operadagen festival with us (details will follow asap). 
Meet old and new friends from up to 150 professionals from all around the globe. 
Stay longer in Rotterdam for the music industry meeting Classical:NEXT. 
  
Save the date and be part of it! 
Register NOW for the meeting and receive more information:  
https://www.operadagenrotterdam.nl/en/professionals 

Program 
 

MTN Meeting @Operadagen 

May 22nd - 26th 2016, Rotterdam 
(The Netherlands)

WWW.MTNOW.ORG

http://www.mtnow.org
https://www.operadagenrotterdam.nl/
https://www.operadagenrotterdam.nl/en/professionals
http://www.mtnow.org


MTN Pitches 
Lecture presentations 45 minutes each with video excerpts and jury statement. 

Winning projects of MTN 2015 
  Coup Fatal 
  Il Ballo delle Ingrate  
  Invisible Cities 
  L.I. | Lingua Imperii - violenta la forza del morso che la ammutoliva 
  Musicophilia 
  Paradise Interrupted  
  Private View 
  Serie Opera III - Salomé  
  Shifting Ground 
  Slumberland 
  The Queen without a Country 
  The Source 
  Два акта / Two Acts 
  Wide Slumber for Lepidopterists 

Special Mentions of MTN 2015 
  Cachafaz, tragedia bárbara / Cachafaz, Barbaric Tragedy  
  Comfort Ye 
  Xochicuicatl cuecuechtli / Ribald Flowersong  
   / You Are My Loneliness  

  
Special Events 
  
Operatie Muziektheater / OMT 
Operatie Muziektheater is Operadagen's annual network meeting for opera and music theatre artists, 
companies, programmers, impresarios and festivals. A programme of elevator pitches and speed dates 
will introduce you to a mix of young and established Dutch artists and companies. 
  
Keynote Lecture / Prof. Dr. Klaus-Peter Kehr 

Lecture / Prof. Dr. David Roesner (Munich) 
The lecture will give an overview on contemporary tendencies in the music theatre and relate these to 
the selected projects of MTN 2015. 
Prof Dr David Roesner is Professor for Theatre and Music-Theatre at the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität 
Munich. He previously worked at the Universities of Hildesheim, Exeter and Kent. In 2003 he published 
his first monograph on ‘Theatre as Music’ and later won the Thurnau Award for Music-Theatre Studies for 
his article “The politics of the polyphony of performance” in 2007. Recent publications include Theatre 
Noise. The Sound of Performance (with Lynne Kendrick, CSP, 2011), Composed Theatre. Aesthetics, 
Practices, Processes (with Matthias Rebstock, Intellect, 2012) and his latest monograph Musicality in 
Theatre. Music as Model, Method and Metaphor in Theatre-Making (Ashgate 2014). For a full list of 
publications and projects see: mhn.academia.edu/DavidRoesner. 
  
  

http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/coup-fatal/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/il-ballo-delle-ingrate/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/invisible-cities/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/li-lingua-imperii/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/musicophilia/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/paradise-interrupted/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/private-view/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/serie-opera-iii-salome/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/shifting-ground/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/slumberland/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/the-queen-without-a-country/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/the-source/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/dva-akta/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/wide-slumber-for-lepidopterists/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/cachafaz-tragedia-barbara/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/comfort-ye/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/xochicuicatl-cuecuechtli/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/
http://mhn.academia.edu/DavidRoesner


Shows 

Wonderful deluxe 
Composer Brice Pauset’s first monodrama Exercices du silence was inspired by the life of 17th century 
French mystic Louise du Néant, whose life is documented in letters to her confessors. In contrast, his 
second monodrama Wonderful Deluxe takes as its muse a modern day celebrity uniquely created by the 
media, and then treated as a commodity at constant risk of destruction. Pauset collaborates with 
Dominique Visse, countertenor and Gertraud Mariam Zotter, libretto, as well as local director Stéphane 
Ghislain Roussel and the Luxembourgish ensemble for contemporary music, United Instruments of 
Lucilin. 
More information: Click HERE 

Secrets 
An intimist musical production of the soprano Claron McFadden and the Massot-Florizoone-
Horbaczewski jazz trio inspired by personal and anonymous secrets collected from the public.  
More information: Click HERE 

Akasha 
“Imagine a sea, an endless sea with ships crossing it. Each wake, every wave stirred up by a ship tells us 
something about the past, about that ship, when and where it sailed and in what direction it went. The 
waves contain information, like a memory." 
Somewhere in the universe there is something or someone who is connected to your elementary 
particles. Indeed, you are connected to other people, animals and things in the past, present and future 
through information in those elementary particles. All of this information is located in the so-called 
Akasha field. In Sanskrit Akasha means “ether”, or the sound of space… 
What does it mean that we are connected through all dimensions? With music Rosa is trying to portray 
this great universal, superhuman or even nanoscopic elemental theme. 
More information: Click HERE 

Shifting Ground / Winner of MTN 2015 
Shifting Ground is a performance and installation exploring geological time, scale and morphologies. 
Artist, Zoe Scoglio unites object manipulation, physicalised sound, voice and interactive projection 
mapping in a ceremonial journey that reveals the presence of the earth’s minerals in the structures we 
create, the tools we use, and the bodies in which we live. Shifting Ground is a reminder of the 
impermanent and fleeting nature of our time on this earth, and our symbiotic relationship with the 
elements that form it. 
More information: Click HERE 

Il Ballo delle Ingrate / Tryout / Winner of MTN 2015  
In this mixed media de-construction of Monteverdi's Opera, our Ingrates will rise up against any form of 
reductionism of life’s complexity: rules, prejudice, segregation, all of the self-made cages our society and 
our psyche have fabricated throughout the centuries, across the world. These Ingrates are proud of their 
uncommon destinies that led them to beautiful but lonely choices… That sent them to “hell”. From their 
hell, the full force of the “solo” voice is born, a voice that Monteverdi discovers to reveal a multiple Being, 
a state of mind and heart, a resonance beyond any matter of sex, race, status.  A music / dance / 
electronic / video ode to the beauty of interference, and the power of unruliness. 
More information: Click HERE 

http://www.theatres.lu/SAISON+2015_2016/Op%C3%A9ra/_8+WONDERFUL+DELUXE+(R%C3%8AVES+ET+FUTILIT%C3%89S+D_UNE+IDOLE)-p-137990.html
http://www.transparant.be/en/productions/secrets
http://www.rosaensemble.nl/projecten/akasha-a-brief-theatre-of-everything/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/shifting-ground/
http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/il-ballo-delle-ingrate/


Serie Opera III - Salomé / Winner of MTN 2015 
In this Remake of Salomé, the story is told in a temporal flashback. We see her, alone, appearing on stage 
at the end of the tragedy, after everything’s already happened: the repugnance to the king Hérode, the 
duo with Iokanaan, the dance of the seven veils, and the murder of the prophet. Musically, a transition 
from a contemporary Sprechgesang (spoken singing)  to opera singing is made, whilst the madness of 
Salomé increases. After this long prologue, we find ourselves in a cosy german cabaret atmosphere, and 
Salomé reappears, fresh and smiling, singing “Lunacy” accompanied by a live pianist, lamenting her love 
for Iokanaan.  
Just for one musician and one singer-actor, there is a bit of Lynch, a bit of Robert Ashley or even a bit of 
Phantom of the paradise in this strange version of Salomé. 
More information: Click HERE 

 

Classical:NEXT - a global meeting for all art music innovators - will 
take place in Rotterdam as well directly after the MTN meeting and 
is expecting more than 1000 visitors. 
Find out more on: http://www.classicalnext.com

http://mtnow.org/competition/selected-works-2015/serie-opera-iii-salome/
http://www.classicalnext.com/

